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   	Platform
      

        

	[image: ]Text Recognition (OCR)
Extract, classify, compress, rotate, convert and more
	[image: ]Face Recognition
Verify liveness, authenticate, match and more  
	[image: ]Video Verification
Create your own assisted or unassisted onboarding flows 
	[image: ]ID Verification
Verify IDs against issuing authorities to eliminate fraud
	[image: ]Aadhaar Services
Aadhaar offline, Aadhaar masking, Aadhaar eSign and more
	[image: Positive Pay]Data Protection
Turn data protection compliance to competitive advantage  



     
      
   
   	Solutions
      

     
        

	[image: ]Digital KYC
Allow customers to onboard themselves  
	[image: ]Video KYC 
Assisted by Agents over a video call 
	[image: ]Video PIVC
Compliant pre issuance verification (PIVC) 
	[image: ]Aadhaar esign
Paperless digital siganture using Aadhaar on any device 
	[image: ]Aadhaar Masking
Remain compliant with Aadhaar masking 
	[image: ]Aadhaar Offline
Verify aadhaar users instantly 



        
        	[image: ]IRSF Fraud
Prevent IRSF, Robo and Wangiri fruad 
	[image: ]Identity Fraud
Prevent fraud at the point of onboarding 
	[image: ]Face Liveness and Authentication
Replace passwords with live face across devices 
	[image: ]Face Attendance
Touchless face attendance on mobile devices 
	[image: ]Positive Pay
Comply with and prevent cheque fraud  
	[image: ]Digital KYC Wallet
Store and share your KYC docs securely with anyone 



      
   
   	Developers
   

        

	[image: ]Documentation
Get to know our products and thier integrations
	[image: ]API Reference
Learn about coding our APIs into your web apps  
	[image: ]SDK Reference
Learn about coding our SDKs into your mobile apps 
	[image: ]Releases
Keep up to date with our releases and udpates 
	[image: ]Support
Get the support you need from your friends at frslabs 
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	[image: ]About
Our story, what we do, why we do, how we do and more
	[image: ]Careers
Join us to learn, grow & touch the lives of a billion people  
	[image: ]Patents
Think and build game changing tech that truly matters 
	[image: ]Press
Read what others are saying about frslabs 
	[image: ]Awards
A glimpse of the many awards that we have won   
	[image: ]Blog
Our thoughts on problems, solutions and everything else 
	[image: ]Partnership
If you can sell what we build, we'd love to talk 
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          Don't fret! Let's get you back on track. Perhaps searching can help

          

  
  



        



        
          
      
        

        
      

    

  


    
     

    
    
          
        
      

       

   












 
        
        
                
                    
                        Battle tested technology.

Use it just the way you want it.

                        Whether you are just starting out or you are miles ahead and want to optimise your customer experience, you can use our technology just the way you imagine it. In multiple ways for multiple use cases.

                    



                


            

        

    
    



    
        
                  
                 
                  
                    Native Mobile SDKs

                    Offline Android and iOS components for identity capture. Works without internet connection. Quick integration into your native Apps. Tested in over 1000+ mobile devices.
                   
                    View SDK Documentation [image: video kyc]
                    

                    
                    Cloud APIs

                    Restful APIs that can be integrated instantly without worrying about infrastructure or auto scaling. Our battle tested AWS environment is ISO 27001:2013 certified and monitored 24x7.
                   
                     View API Documentation [image: video kyc]
                    

                    
                    On-Premise

                    Use our technology deployed as Docker containers in your own servers. In this set up there are no external calls outside your servers giving you total control over your data.
                   
                     Contact Sales [image: video kyc]
                    

                    
                    Cloud Dashboard (no-code)

                    Get started instantly and begin your identity verification projects. The dashboard provides you with everything you need to onboard your customers as per prevailing regulations.
                   
                     Book a demo [image: video kyc]
                    

                  

        

        






        
            
                
                
                Trusted technology platform.

                    Trust is hard to earn. We certainly do not earn them through paid advertising. Instead, we earn your trust by providing a high-quality product and reliable service that you can count on. Every single day.




                    
                    Award winning technology

                        

                        Patent pending technologies matured over ten years with proven accuracy, quality and scale.

                        

                    

                    
                    Support that truly supports 

                        

                        Whatever it takes, we are here to help you succeed with our tools and services.

                        

                    

                    
                    Secure enterprise platform

                        

                        Use our cloud platform to get started now. Or deploy this within your own premises.

                        

                    

                    
                    Pricing that makes sense

                        

                        Pay per transaction with discounts as you scale. Or annual subscription with unlimited usage.


                        

                    

                    
                

               
                
    Trusted by 150+ customers worldwide
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                Book a free demo
    Built for flexibility, compliance and reliability to serve multiple industry segments.
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                ISO 9001 (Quality Management) certified by QRO under certificate number 2021072121

                ISO 27001 (Information Security Management) certified by Eurocert under certificate number 2021072162
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